1999 dodge ram seat

Thank you for visiting the LeatherSeats. Our high standards of customer service before and
after the sale have earned us a name that is well-known and well-trusted across the internet
community. Our Dodge Ram leather kits are patterned from the original OEM covers to ensure a
factory fit every time and are normally sold with leather seating surfaces on the front buckets.
Unlike other companies on the web, our leather interiors are designed with the do-it-yourselfer
in mind so our warranty is honored whether you install the Dodge Ram leather interior yourself
or take it to a local upholstery shop. You can find these two-tone styles below in the Pattern
Archive section below. If you cannot find a pattern that matches what you are looking for then
just call us and let us know what you are wanting. We will do our best to put together a custom
Ram leather auto upholstery package that is exactly what you are looking for. However, pattern
changes are fairly expensive depending on the complexity of the design. All pattern changes
inquiries will go through our bespoke project manager. Anything you can design, we will do our
best to build. Our Dodge Ram leather seats are made with top grain, vat dyed, automotive grade
leather hides, and are finished in a European style, milled pebble. Our auto upholstery grade
leather hides are normally thicker than the OEM leather hides and therefore hold a lot more of
the moisture in to keep your leather seats soft and supple for years to come. We use this same
automotive grade hides for all our Ram leather seats so if you are looking for, not only Dodge
Ram leather seats, but also raw materials to complete the restoration or customization of your
interior then we have what you need. We want to be your one stop shop for all your custom Ram
leather interior products. We also offer an option to upgrade the quality of the leather used in
your new interior package. The upgrade leather line is referred to as the Ecstasy Collection and
is a full line of top quality FULL Grain Italian aniline dyed protected automotive leathers. All
Ecstasy leather hides are a finished using only grade A Brahma Bull gull grain crusts. The
manufacturing process uses a fully protected aniline finish with a final layer of color pigment to
ensure color consistency throughout the hide. As of now we are only offering the Ecstasy
leather upgrade on all of our local custom interior fabrication jobs as well as a selected number
of our production leather kit patterns. Also, the Ecstasy leather colors line is somewhat limited
If you are interested in more information or a price quote for your Dodge Ram Ecstasy leather
interior then please give us a call or click the Build Your Own Interior button above. One of our
most asked question after "What does this company sell? This leather interior installation guide
should answer many general questions concerning installation as well as give you a very good
idea of what is involved in the installation of our Ram leather seat kits. You can also access our
LeatherSeats section of our website which holds the general installation guide as well as a lot of
other tips and tricks that a do-it-yourself would find helpful with their first install. Our sales staff
has extensive training on all of our products and should be able to answer or find the answer to
any question you might have. Thank you for visiting LeatherSeats. Color Styles. Single Tone.
Two-Tone Inserts. Two-Tone Combo. Two-Tone Body. Two-Tone Centers. Two-Tone Facing.
Two-Tone Facings. Video Gallery. Special Packages. Enlarge Image. We've addressed some of
the shortcomings of the OEM cushion so you'll enjoy renewed driver comfort, great fit and
superior durability. Fits trucks with cloth or leather seats. With our DuroFoam seat cushion you
get: Higher quality foam to resist sagging. Raising up of the left side of the cushion to match the
right side. Reinforced bottom where the foam meets the seat springs. Includes detailed
installation instructions. Reviews Write a review Fantastic Replacement for year-old seats! I
absolutely love this cushion! The door side of the original cushion was so crushed down that
the back of it was almost level with the seat back adjustment lever. This cushion is much more
supportive than the original one. The degradation of the original one was so gradual, like that of
a shock absorber, you don't appreciate how dead it is until you replace it. The side vinyl on the
original covers had also cracked from being compressed all these years, so I also installed the
Geno's OEM-style cloth covers. Fitting the new cover required quite a bit of work, as the new
cushion is more robust than stock. I ran into a installation issue, though not anything to do with
the Geno's cushion. It's about the poor build quality at the former Saint Louis North plant, where
my specially-ordered The instructions tell you to remove the four 10mm self-tapping screws
from the seat cushion frame. Well, my driver's seat only had the two in the front. One back bolt
was missing, and there was some odd bolt in the remaining hole. I was fortunate in that since I
was replacing the seat cover, too, so I had no problem ripping the cover and cushion out to get
easy access to the nut at the end of the bolt. Got the frame out, and discovered whoever put this
seat together had completely stripped out the spot-welded piece holding the threads, so that the
original screws could not be used. I wish I had noticed more of the reviews that commented on
the cushion being way taller. I'm 6' tall and lbs. Even with the seat as low as it will go I feel like
my head is at the ceiling looking down at the steering wheel and gauges. The seat foam is also
hard as a rock. I no longer sit in the seat It totally changed the ergonomics of the driving
experience. I don't even want to drive my truck anymore. Owner Response: Brenden, I'm very

sorry the cushion did not work out for you. This is a very popular cushion, but we understand
that comfort levels vary by individual. Please feel free to return for a full refund if it does not
meet your needs. If you need return information, email sales genosgarage. We are glad to email
you return information. Thank you. My 01 Dodge seats were in bad condition. My wife's
passenger feet wouldn't touch the floorboard so I had to put a 4x8 in the cab so she could rest
her feet. All I can say is wow I wish I had heard about these sooner. I just spent 10 hours behind
the wheel with no problems and my wife's feet rest on the floorboard. I highly recommend these
seat cushions. Thanks Geno. This seat is awesome compared to my old one. Would highly
recommend this seat cushion. Ever since I've owned this truck I've always been frustrated with
the drivers seat leaning and being so low to the floor. My wife got me this cushion for my
birthday. The installation didn't go as the instructions suggested. I read them and watched
videos and tutorials of the process but I found no feasible way to remove the seats from the
cab, so I ultimately decided to just rip the old one out including the cloth cover and put in the
new one just as is and then I bought a seat cover and put over it. I am amazed at how high up I
am sitting now and it is very comfortable compared to the old one that was worn completely
out, causing my back to hurt while driving. The product itself is outstanding, but I was
disappointed with the difficulty of the installation. I wish I had done this easy swap years ago!
Didn't realize how bad the original cushion had gotten, until I installed the new cushion. Now to
the passenger side! Thanks, again, Geno's for a quality product, great customer service, and
wonderful instructions, with everything I purchase. Got this cushion for my 01 as the k miles
had really beat the original. Found an upholstery shop here and he was able to match my
leather material and wow, it is nice to sit on. Thanks to Genos. This seat cushion is worth every
penny. Installation is pretty easy, don't take the whole seat out there's four bolts holding the
cushion bracket on and the way this cushion feels is awesome. Nice and firm, and only being
5'7 this cushion also boosts me up a few inches so I can see way better. And I also am much
more comfortable with bumps in the road, as this cushion does a superb job at "cushioning"
the impacts. Would definetly recommend. I got my leg room back, making it more comfortable
to drive, and definitely holding you in the seat unlike the old one that felt like you were going to
fall out to the left. Only downside for me is it feels like I'm almost sitting too high in the seat I'm
6'4" I would recommend this product to anyone! Very thick cushion. Very supportive. New oe
cover fits tightly but fits with no modification. Puts you up high. Can not adjust down or back far
enough. Would give 5 stars for same material but stock size. This seat cushion is a "10". Put
you back up in your position on the seat like when it was new or better than new. I've had my 99
Dodge since brand new and I thought maybe I was just getting old. I noticed the left front seat
cushion was flattened and the cover was starting to wrinkle so I bought the new foam piece.
First thing I noticed was the nifty bit of cloth glued to the bottom Once I got it installed I sat
almost two inches higher in the seat but that wasn't the best thing. I guess over the years the
left side had sagged more than the right and what I thought was old back syndrom turned out to
be sitting on a slant sickness. It is much more comfortable now and I'm not sliding out the door
the whole time I'm driving anymore. Fabulous replacement for my worn out stock seat and at a
great price! A lot more supportive and comfortable as well. Couldn't be happier. Literally took
me less than 30 minutes, to remove and replace new cushion. Huge difference, no more sagging
corner. The cushion is just like the new ones. Its is like seat aon a piece of plywood with a towel
folded up. But my hips are no longer tilted. The part I ordered was expensive and was an exact
match. Very fast service. Thank You. The cushion was great. Fit well, easy to work with, and
feels a lot better than the old one. I'd say its going to last a while. I purchased this seat a couple
weeks ago after seeing it on Geno's site a couple years back. If I had realized just how much it
mattered in my case I would have ordered it a lot sooner. My seat was broken down pretty badly
I guess because now instead of having to run my electric seat adjustments full up, I am having
to adjust them down somewhat to keep me at a correct height. I am only 5' 8" but at full up
adjustment I am looking at the windshield trim. Not sure how but with my seat condition I have
been sitting kind of cockeyed instead of square in the seat and from what I can see so far in
about 2 weeks of driving it's been way easier on my back when driving any distance. I've mostly
driven around town, no more than 30 minutes but we did one camping trip about an hour and a
half each way last weekend. I mentioned to my wife how much better my back feels when
driving with this new cushion. Only negative is it didn't have the 2 velcro strips along the sides
just to the inside of the bolsters to hold the seat fabric down but it doesn't seem to be too far off
the cushion. If you've got a second gen truck, get a new cushion, you'll be happy you did. The
replacement seat cushion is allot more substantial than the stock cushion, offers better support
and comfort. Like always Genos sends good instructions and installation is straight forward.
Great replacement seat pad. As advertised. High quality. Wish they made one for passenger.
Seat cushion is great. Instructions say 20 minutes, we managed it in 3 hrs. You should list all

tools required for the job. I made hog ring pliers out of old pliers on the grinder. Also the Wife
came up with using a claw hammer to remove J-hooks. We will be ordering one for our ram.
Geno's Garage advertises that their seat cushion will not sag on the left but I noticed that not
only is the cushion designed to tall, but also the left side isn't firm enough. I agree with all the
reviews below. I just think Geno's should charge more for them Best thing i have ever bought
for this truck! If i ever get a 2nd gen cummins again this will be the first thing i purchase! This is
a great product. Was fairly easy to install with the instructions and now I am no longer sitting in
a hole. Great product shipped fast! I was amazed just how bad my original seat cushion was
broke down, but after removing it to install the new one revealed that on the left side of the
cushion there wasn't even solid foam but large air pockets from improper manufacturing. The
instructions made the job simple and it was fairly easy to do. I'm very glad I did it! Great to have
an affordable replacement for hard to find item along with great service! Cushion much firmer
than stock but works well. Easy to install fit perfect very comfy. Took me about 20 mins to
install. Glad I saw a YouTube that mentioned genos garage or I would have never found them.
They need to up the google game it would help business. This us a great product tp repair
driver seat. It is bigger than orginal but still matched and fits well. I should have done this as
soon as I saw that Geno's was offering this cushion. I knew my original foam was wore down
bad but didn't know the truck was actually sitting that bad until I installed the new one. It sits so
much better it is insane and I sit up so much taller that I had to re adjust the rear view mirror.
The best Extremely easy install, I would highly recommend for anyone with a saggy cushion.
Felt like I was sitting on the floor in my 99's driver's seat.. Was very afraid I wouldn't get the old
seat cover on over this new foam since they say it's soo much thicker. Was a bit of a struggle,
but it was doable, and it was 55degC out. I'd imagine on a much warmer day, with a strong sun,
the seat cover would be even more flexible. Feels soo much better in the drivers seat now.
Didn't take long. There are 4 bolts that hold the frame of the bottom seat cushion to the seat
frame itself. No need to take the whole seat out of the truck. Ordered the product it was a little
expensive, but you can't find them very easy anymore, totally worth the money, easy to install
and pretty quick shipping to Canada. I'm two inches taller now. The seat cushion was a great
purchase and an easy install. Great investment. Superior cushion vs original. Nice firm feel,
easy instructions. Thanks so much! The old cushion was breaking down but I didn't realize how
bad it was until I replaced it with your replacement cushion. The seat cover is a good fit, I am
having an issue with the Velcro not holding the cover to the cushion Took less than an hour to
install in my SLT Quad cab with leather seats. BIG improvement. I only have 38K miles on my
truck but my seat foam was junk when I removed it, the wires connecting the springs had cut
through the old original foam badly. I only weigh so was not from excessive driver weight. I've
been waiting for Geno's to get this seat foam in stock. The fit is perfect. I am sitting up were I
should be. It is like driving the truck when it was new. After 10 minutes of driving with the new
seat cushion, I knew that I loved it. After a dozen years of use, my old seat had been built-up but
the base cushion material was no longer providing adequate support. The fabric on the bottom
will protect the seat springs rom slicing the foam. I replaced my deteriorated original seat foam
on 2nd Gen truck. Better than new, seems like I'm sitting 2" higher driving the truck. Foam
install takes less time than removing the seat from the truck. Like the other reviews have said an unbelievable upgrade! This new foam replaced the original seat foam in my What a
difference. It's like driving a new truck. The removal and install took no more than 30 min. Super
fast shipping as well! Geno's is awesome! Once again Genos Garage has come through with
another great item. This time a replacement foam seat cushion for the electric seat drivers side
in our Dodge Ram The install took less than 30 minutes. It was a simple process of unscrewing
the four small bolts one in each corner and the bottom part of the seat came right out;
unhooked the four plastic clips and the cover came off; unhooked 3 hog rings; transferred the
frame, reinstalled the cover; put back on seat base, and reinstalled the bolts. The whole seat did
not have to come out!! This process was followed by the test drive. Wow, what a difference! No
more going down the road with a pillow or a towel packed under my left cheek. After driving 12
hours, I do not get out of the truck leaning at a 10 degree angle!! Needless to say, our road trips
will be more pleasurable. I think the truck even drives better! Thank you again, Rebecca and
Brandon at Genos for all of your help and advice. Skip to main content of over 1, results for
"Truck Seats for Dodge Ram ". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International
Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter
the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2.
Only 9 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Usually ships within 1 to 3 weeks. Only 12 left
in stock - order soon. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only
15 left in stock more on the way. Get it as soon as Thu, Mar 4. Related searches. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

